In thispaper Multi-Staged Discrete Loops are introduced to narrow the gap between for-loops and general loops. Although multi-staged discrete loops can be used in situations thatwould otherwise require general loops it is still possible to determine the maximum number of iterations, which is trivial for for-loops but extremely dificult for general loops. Thus multi-staged discrete loops form an excellent framework for determining the worst-case performance of a program.
Introduction
One of the most important properties of a real-time system is, that it must not only supply correct results, but that the computation must be completed within a predefined deadline. It is well known that major progress towards the goal of timeliness can be achieved if the schedulingproblem is solved properly. As most scheduling algorithms (e.g. [3], [4] ) assume that the runtime of a task is known a-priori, the worst-case performance of a task plays a crucial role.
Common programming languages support two kinds of loops: e for-loops: The loop variable is set to all values within a range of integers. Starting with the smallest value, the loop variable is incremented on each iteration of the loop body until it is outside the range. Some languages are more flexible and allow some extensions of this concept, such as starting with the biggest value of the range and decrementing on every iteration or incrementing/decrementing by a fixed step size. Computing the number of iterations for a for-loop is trivial. For example the following for-loop is executed exactly [ N / S ]times.
Loop-Body
Analyzing general loops is a much more difficult task. In order to avoid the problems connected with estimating the worst-case performance of general loops some researchers simply forbid general loops and force the programmer into supplying a constant upper bound for the number of iterations thus actually transforming the general loop into a forloop with an additional exit-statement, or they directly require a constant time bound within which the loop has to complete (e.g [6] ). Other researchers attempt to do static and dynamic program path analysis using regular expressions (e.g. [5] ).
In [ 11 the concept of discrete loops is introduced. Like a for-loop a discrete loop uses a loop variable that is incrementeadecremented on every iteration of the loop until it does no longer fall into a given range. With a common for-loop a fixed value (usually one) is added to the loop variable on each pass. Discrete loops permit the use of a wide range of functions for the computation of the next value of the loopvariable. Nevertheless tight bounds on the number of iterations can be computed at compile-time.
One limitation of discrete loops is that the next value of the loop variable can only be based on its current value. It is not possible to refer to past values. This problem is resolved by the use of multi-staged discrete loops, that will be introduced in this paper. We will see that it can be useful to base the comparison of two vectors on their trailing ends. Thus we define for all l s d s n 
General Notation
[U,] =d [b,] Uk = bk for all n -d + 1 < k 5 [a,] s d [b,] a k 5 bk for all n -d + 1 5 k < n
Some Interesting Examples
Example 1 Catalan Numbers forsomeik : 15 i k 5 e f o r a l l k + 1 > 1.
Evaluating for a few elements of [ a h ] we get

Multi-Staged Discrete Loops
Let K be the set of all possible paths Q.
Definition 4.4 (Monotonic Functions, Sequences, Loops)
We
and strictly d-monotonic if it is monotonic and 
An analogousdejinition is usedfor strictly (d-)monotonic MSDL. Otherwise D ( L ) = oc). v D ( f ( k ) ) = k for all k (e.g. Example 1 -Catalan Numbers) than we say C uses the complete history. Otherwise (e.g. Example 4) we speak of partial histories. $likl) ( [ a k l ) is called the maximum successor and f j k ) one of the maximum successor functions of [ab] . This leads to the definition of a maximum path z ( [ a k l ) i ([a: 1)
Iteration Bounds for M §DL
is culled the a minimum successor ProoJ: We will elaborate only the proof of the first two properties, and just hint the idea to the proof of (3), which is quite similar to that of (2). = (al, a 2 , . , , , a k -1 , I ) , aj ., (F) is strictly monotonic)
By requirement we have uk+1 = fj ( k ) [uk] >
we have f ( k ) ( [ u k ] ) 2 x$=i(uj -1) + 2. Together with a 1 2 1 this means that ak 2 2"' + 1.
Number of Iterations of a MSDL
Note that is independent of any run-time parameters. Thus it can effectively be constructed during compile-time making it simple to obtain 1. As discussed in Theorem 5.1 1 is the upper bound for the length of any path through the MSDL. Obviously the length of a path through a MSDL is the same as the number of iterations it takes to complete the loop. Thus T is an upper bound for the number of iterations of the MSDL.
Using i, it is easy to compute maximum amounts ofprocessing time required to execute the loop.
An upper bound for the time required to process the loop is simply obtained by multiplying1 with an upper bound for the time required to execute a single pass through the loop body.
Obviously it is possible, that the loop body does itself contain loops. Note that this does not create any additional problem, because the same concepts that were used on the outer loop can also be used on the inner loops. As there has to be an innermost loop, this recursion is bound to end.
The stack space required to hold the vector [ a h ] is proportional to k. The requirements of other variables, e.g. temporary internal variables to store intermediate results can easily be computed at compile time. Thus the worst case stack usage is the sum of the space needed for auxiliary variables plus 1 times the space needed for a natural.
Frequently D ( F ) << 1 making it inefficient to store the entire history. Major reductions of space consumptions can be obtained by keeping only the last D ( F ) elements (e.g. in a cyclic list). Probably the most frequently used type of (non-linear) polynomials are convolutions, as they are used in Example 1 (Catalan Numbers). c j a k -j a k -( ' D ( F ) -j -l 
All the above types of iteration functions are guaranteed _ _ to satisfy the prerequisites of Theorem 5.1.
Of course, this brief list of function types can not cover all possibilities, but it gives a good overview of those types that are frequently encountered in every-day use.
It is easy to extend the syntax of any common programming language to accommodate MSDLs. If only the iteration functions of the above type are permitted then the compiler can easily check at compile time whether the code written by the user contains valid functions. If the syntax of the programming language ensures that the program can use only the given iteration functions to modify the loop variable (i.e. side effects of non-loop-related statements that change the loop variable are prohibited) then the upper bound for the number of iterations can be guaranteed without incurring any runtime overhead.
Conclusion
In this paper we have introduced multi-staged discrete loops and demonstrated how they help to bridge the gap between for-loops and general-loops. Since MSDLs are well suited for determining bounds on the number of iterations they form an excellent frame-work for estimating the worstcase execution time of a real-time program.
Obviously discrete loops are a special case of MSDLs where D ( L ) := 1. As shown in [ 11 for-loops and loops with a bound for the maximum runtime can also be expressed in terms of discrete loops and therefore also in terms of MSDLs, proving MSDL a very powerful, yet simple tool.
Nevertheless some work remains to be done in the future. The following lists a few items: e Additional types of useful iteration functions can be included.
e We can not yet handle loops that only eventually increase the loop variable, but do not do so on every pass through the loop body (e.g. Example 4).
e The compile time computations should be done automatically. Implementing the necessary tools is part of Project WOOP currently being performed at the Technical University of Vienna.
